ABSTRACT Homecare is healthcare based on the principle ''outpatient before inpatient,'' with the aim of moving at least some care-delivery to the home. But reliable determination of vital signs at home requires new, smart sensors, which can be used by the patients themselves. We present a novel pulse oximetry sensor worn in the ear channel. It was previously shown that measurement of heart rate, arterial oxygen saturation and related respiratory information can be performed with reliable accuracy under laboratory conditions. The present study explores the clinical feasibility of the sensor system for cardiovascular monitoring during sleep, with the aim to diagnose sleep apnea. For this, human trials were performed in a sleep laboratory including patients with a clinical suspicion of sleep apnea. Besides a general analysis of the sensor's signal quality during sleep, the evaluation focuses on heart rate dynamics and time-variant oxygen saturation. In addition, several methods to derive respiration rate from photoplethysmographic signals are examined and discussed. Results from the in-ear sensor are compared with standard polysomnography monitoring and demonstrate that this novel system allows long-term nocturnal measurement of heart rate, oxygen saturation and respiratory rate with sufficient accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to an ever-aging society, increasing healthcare costs are today a major challenge in many countries. Hence, the concept of homecare is becoming increasingly important in medical technology and will play an important role in the future. It is expected that outsourcing of healthcare from clinical facilities to home-delivered care will lead to significant reduction of costs. For this purpose, sensor systems are needed which meet specific requirements, since correct application in a home environment may be difficult to control.
Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is a sleep disorder in which temporary airway narrowing leads to apnea and a decrease in arterial oxygen saturation (S p O 2 ) during sleep. In western countries, 2-4% of the adult population suffers from OSA [1] . Diagnosis is usually performed in sequential steps:
anamnesis, physical examination, ambulatory cardiorespiratory screening and stationary polysomnography (PSG). Standardized diagnosis of OSA involves many different physiological parameters including EEG, EOG, EMG, blood oxygen saturation, respiration, excursion of thorax and abdomen, ECG, body position, etc. However, because many sensors need to be attached to the patient, the quality of sleep is reduced which, in turn, can affect the results of the examination. This complex diagnostic procedure for OSA is associated with physical stress for the patients and considerable costs for the healthcare system. Therefore, we developed an unobtrusive single-sensor system which is suitable for homecare screening of sleep, taking into account the special requirements of the homecare setting.
The technique is based on the principle of pulse oximetry, a multi-wavelength version of photoplethymography (PPG) [2] , [3] . In contrast to conventional pulse oximeters the sensor is applied to the inner ear.
Since pulse oximetry is mainly used for S p O 2 and heart rate (HR) measurement in routine clinical care, only a fraction of its capability is used. Advancements in measurement efficiency makes the coincidental measurement of multiple vital signs like HR, S p O 2 , respiration rate, vasomotion, THM waves and other possible -with a single sensor which is noninvasive, unobtrusive and cheap. Taking these aspects into account, PPG is probably the best way to a discreet and costeffective sleep monitoring at home.
Such a sleep-monitoring sensor could allow diagnosis and even treatment of OSA in a familiar environment. This may increase the reliability of the diagnosis, since the quality of sleep is expected to improve due to a significant reduction of sensors, cables and devices. With pre-diagnosis based on nocturnal oximetry, the number of unnecessary PSG screenings in clinical sleep laboratories can be minimized [4] and thereby help to reduce healthcare costs. Combined with telemedicine technology, such a system can also be used for long-term nocturnal monitoring of patients at risk (e.g. those with chronic cardiovascular disease) and of the elderly.
The sensor has been developed in collaboration with the CiS Institute for Microsystems and Photovoltaics (Erfurt, Germany) and was first reported in [5] . During human hypoxia trials, we demonstrated in 2012 that a reliable measurement of arterial oxygen saturation is possible [6] . Based on those results, we now want to evaluate the feasibility of the in-ear sensor for cardiovascular monitoring during sleep. Therefore, trials with the sensor are being performed in patients who suffer from OSA; the results are compared with standard PSG data. Although the studies are not yet completed, the preliminary results presented here demonstrate the potential of the system for pre-diagnosis of OSA patients and/or for nocturnal monitoring of the elderly and patients at risk.
Part of this work has been prepublished in [7] .
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. SENSOR SYSTEM
Photoplethysmography (Greek: photo plethore graphein = light volume record) is a noninvasive, optical method to visualize sub dermal blood volume. Light is irradiated into the skin and the transmitted and/or reflected light is measured. Blood volume fluctuations cause changes in the intensity of the measured light and several rhythmic vital parameters can be observed (i.e. heart rate). By means of different light wavelengths an additional spectral analysis of the blood can be performed. Since the red and infrared absorption/reflection spectra of reduced and oxygenated hemoglobin distinguish significantly, PPG is also often used for an easy measurement of blood oxygen saturation (e.g., in pulse oximetry). Especially for long-term monitoring of vital parameters during sleep, conventional pulse oximeters are not the first choice. Since most sensors are attached to finger or earlobe, measurements are often disrupted by motion artifacts like subsultis during the first stage of sleep (drifting into sleep), movements during light sleep or abrupt awakenings from deep sleep. Sensors which are limited to these body parts will always be subject to such problems. Therefore, we developed a reflective sensor type, which is not limited to peripheral body parts but can be placed in the auditory channel for reduced motion artifacts and a high level of wearing comfort (Fig. 1) . In addition, the proximity to the brain guarantees stable perfusion conditions, since the tragus is supplied by an arterial network coming from the arteries temporalis superficialis and arteria auricularis posterior. While shock induced centralization (e.g. sepsis, hypothermia) is known to inhibit peripheral pulse oximetry due to a lack of peripheral perfusion ( [8] - [10] ), the in-ear pulse oximetry is not likely to be affected by this.
The sensor contains two light sources and a detector. Red and infrared diodes (λ 1 = 760 nm and λ 2 = 900 nm) and a photodiode are placed side by side, with 2 mm of distance. The irradiated light is partly absorbed, transmitted and reflected by tissue components. The major part of the reflected light is attributed to blood cells since the reflection spectrum of hemoglobin predominates the other components for red and near infrared light. Direct light crosstalk (this signal does not carry any information about the local perfusion) is prevented by an optical barrier between sources and detector.
The sensor is sealed into a biocompatible ear mold and measurements are made in the ear channel (at the tragus). The ear mold is individually customized to the patient's ear (Fig. 1 ). This ensures a good mechanical fit and an exceptionally high level of wearing comfort: this is a prerequisite for continuous monitoring over several hours. A preliminary check with 10 people wearing the sensor (non-stop) for about 40 min resulted in a reported comfort level of (on average) 0.75 on a scale from 0 (imperceptible) to 10 (unbearable). During the study, the patients accepted the sensor for the entire night (5-7 hours) and the overall feedback regarding the wearing comfort was positive. Anyhow, since technical feasibility was the main focus of this work, we did not investigate in detail if the patients prefer the new sensor design over the conventional finger sensor; this should be part of future studies.
Reflective mode PPG is essentially different from transmissive mode PPG. The alternating part (AC) of the PPG signal is up to 10 times smaller than the conventional transmissive measurement method. This requires a high resolution digital conversion of the photocurrent which is converted into a proportional voltage by a transimpedance converter. The developed microcontroller-based sensor interface device ( Fig. 2) provides 24-bit analog-to-digital conversion and a sampling rate of 200 samples/s without previous analog filtering (apart from anti-aliasing). A block diagram of the sensor interface device is shown in Fig. 3 . The sensor-LED current is regulated by an H-bridge which is combined with two voltage-controlled current sources. The current is regulated by 16 bit D/A outputs of the microcontroller (MSP430F1611, Texas Instruments, Inc.) as a function of the detected light intensity [5] , [6] , [11] .
B. ARTERIAL OXYGEN SATURATION
Arterial blood oxygen saturation is calculated in the conventional way [12] . An R-value is defined which takes the alternating (AC) and the static (DC) components of the red (λ 1 ) and infrared (λ 2 ) PPG signals into account.
Since S p O 2 always has a high variance, the R-values are smoothed by a 20-s moving average filter. The correlation between the R-value and S p O 2 was determined based on our human hypoxia studies [6] .
Although a high correlation was confirmed in [6] , global calibration proved to be challenging due to an unexpected effect, which was probably due to the influence of subdermal venous blood [11] , [13] : because of a slight shift in the calibration curve every time a measurement starts, only relative S p O 2 measurements can be made. Nevertheless, this is not a limitation because, with regard to S p O 2 , sleep diagnosis focuses on temporary periods of apnea with a related drop in oxygen saturation.
To meet the calibration requirement, an initial S p O 2 measurement with a reference device can be performed to compensate for the S p O 2 offset by the parameter R comp in eq. (2) . If the offset is compensated for, an in-ear S p O 2 measurement with the current sensor design is feasible (mean squared error = 3.149, R 2 = 0.959) [6] .
C. STUDY DESIGN
This ongoing study is performed at the Department of Neurology at the RWTH Aachen University Hospital (Aachen, Germany) (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT01626274). Twenty patients with suspected OSA will be included. After patient education and informed consent, ear molding is performed (Kaulard Optik & Akustik, Germany) to fit the sensor for each patient. The sensor is manufactured at the CiS Institute for Microsystems and Photovoltaic GmbH and at Audia Akustik GmbH (Soemmerda, Germany).
The patients spent one night in the sleep laboratory of the RWTH Aachen University Hospital for a standardized polysomnographic checkup (Diamedic GmbH, Germany), including PPG, ECG, S p O 2 , respiratory flux and other tests. The MedIT in-ear sensor records continuous PPG data in parallel. The sensor is connected to a USB version of the sensor interface device which is connected to a personal computer. PSG annotation (performed by Dr. med. J. Schiefer) and data analysis are performed retrospectively.
The study was approved by the local Ethics Committee (CTC-A 10-016 EK 231/10) and the Federal Institute for Drugs and Medical Devices (BfArM). Written informed consent is obtained from all patients. The study is still in progress and will be completed in 2013. So far, 11 patients (10 males and 1 female: age range 48-59 years) were included in the study. Of these, two patients were excluded due to logistic difficulties during sensor production, another two were excluded due to technical problems, and one patient was physically unable to participate. Therefore, 6 evaluable patients are included in this preliminary feasibility analysis.
III. RESULTS
A. BASIC SIGNAL ANALYSIS
The first trials indicate excellent nocturnal performance of the in-ear sensor; this success can probably be attributed to considerably reduced motion and the darkness. The signal quality was quantified by the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
The signal quality ranged from 26 dB to 36 dB (average: 30 dB) and was comparable to the SNR achieved under laboratory conditions [6] , [7] . This ensures adequate sensitivity of the new system, which is a key issue in the application of Point-of-Care Healthcare Technologies (POCHT).
B. INFLUENCE OF SNORING
Particularly in OSA patients, very loud snoring (up to 90 dB) is a common accessory symptom due to upper airway obstruction of the respiratory system. With respect to sensitivity to motion artifacts in PPG measurement, snoring must be considered a potential contraindication for pulse oximetric measurement in the ear channel since it causes vibration.
Covering a wide frequency range, the highest signal intensity is usually ≤ 500 Hz [14] . Since a capacity in the back coupling path of the transimpedance converter provides a low-pass characteristic for anti-aliasing, spectral noise power > 100 Hz is eliminated. However, spectral components of ≤ 100 Hz may corrupt the PPG signal or can be separated from the cardiac frequency band for indirect determination of snoring.
Microphone signals were used to indicate the noise level of snoring. In Fig. 4 , the microphone recording is compared with the respiration signal. Absolute determination of the noise level is not possible with this method due to the high pass characteristic of conventional microphones and the resulting low sensitivity ≤ 50 Hz. Also, no defined distance to the source is given. However, for investigation of the impact of snoring on in-ear PPG measurement, we chose a time span with a maximum intensity of the microphone signal and assumed this to be representative for the lower intensities.
Since snoring is a typical phenomenon in OSA patients, such a contraindication would represent a major limitation for this new technique. In Fig. 4 , the selected signal segments contrast the signal quality (unfiltered raw data) with and without snoring. It can be seen that snoring-induced vibration does not have any negative impact on the signal quality of the sensors. Overall, no significant influence on SNR could be found for all patients in this study.
C. HEART RATE
Heart rate (HR) was calculated by means of a 4th order Butterworth filter which was applied to the PPG raw data. The cutoff frequencies were 0.8 Hz and 6 Hz; this is in accordance with physiological heart rates. The lower cutoff frequency ensures a sufficient distance from the respiratory frequency band. The upper cutoff frequency has been chosen to maintain authentic PPG pulse-curve morphology. A threshold was defined at the point of maximal gradient of the pulse curve, and the zero crossings were detected. This approach allows more exact definition of heart beats compared to detection of extreme values, since maximum and minimum values are not always precisely defined (e.g. due to noise). Additional zero crossings caused by the dicrotic notch were automatically ignored. Fig. 5 shows a comparison between HR derived from the in-ear sensor and from PSG for a representative time segment; there obviously is a high correlation between HR obtained with the in-ear sensor and with the gold standard. With regard to quantization of the reference HR up/down to whole numbers which is due to an internal algorithm of the PSG, a regression analysis was not performed. However, the possibility of HR measurement with high accuracy by in-ear pulse oximeter is evident for nocturnal measurements.
D. ARTERIAL OXYGEN SATURATION (S p O 2 )
Because a sudden drop in S p O 2 serves to identify an apnea phase, a reliable measurement of S p O 2 plays a significant role in the diagnosis of OSA. Due to the ongoing trial, the performance of S p O 2 measurements by the in-ear sensor is demonstrated by a case study: in Fig. 6 , lower panel, S p O 2 of both the PSG and the in-ear sensor is compared with respiration shown in Fig. 6 , upper panel. The in-ear S p O 2 was first calibrated by the reference. The respiration signal shows a pathologic situation: the rhythmic variation in breathing intensity indicates Cheyne-Stokes respiration, including breathing stops of 30 s each. This is a clear indication of sleep apnea. The resulting drops in oxygen saturation are clearly seen in the S p O 2 of the PSG and in-ear sensor. In contrast to our system which provides sub-percentage values of S p O 2 with a sampling rate of 200 samples/second, the sampling rate of the reference pulse oximeter is down-sampled to +1 sample/second and the S p O 2 values are rounded up/down to whole numbers. Therefore, as mentioned before, we did not perform a more detailed correlation analysis. Nevertheless, the high correlation demonstrates the feasibility of S p O 2 measurement in the human ear channel in a clinical situation.
E. RESPIRATION
In general, all rhythmic physiological processes that cause fluctuations in blood pressure and/or blood volume changes affect the plethysmographic waveform. And it has long been known that respiration effects the PPG as well. Anyhow, a robust determination of respiration rate (RR) still belongs to the most challenging tasks in PPG signal processing since the energy density of corresponding (respiration-related) physiological oscillators is comparatively small. The most prominent way to determine RR is a separation of amplitude fluctuations in PPG signal. We have shown earlier that detection of respiration-related information can be achieved by simple filter segmentation [15] . Here, we chose a 2nd order Butterworth filter with cutoff frequencies 0.1 Hz and 0.33 Hz to meet durations of breathing cycles lasting from 3 to 10 seconds. However, besides respiratory-related spectral power, the PPG signal also contains other (slower) frequencies which are related to slower physiological processes (e.g. Traube-Hering-Mayer waves, thermoregulation) that can interfere with the respiratory frequency band. In this case, a correct attribution to breathing may be challenging. Hence, for an adequate sensitivity regarding clinical purposes this sole method will not be sufficient. Therefore, we suggest a combination of this method with two other signal-processing methods for RR determination which are physiologically (partly) redundant to each other: 1) In contrast to the blood-pressure related measurement technique described above (a result of inhalation of air over time), variations in S p O 2 mainly depend on the amount of oxygen in blood over time. 2) In addition to analysis of the PPG amplitude and S p O 2 variation, respiration rate can also be calculated from respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA) [16] . RSA describes the effect of an increase in HR due to inspiration and a decrease due to expiration. Although RSA is not yet entirely understood, it is supposedly due to the baroreflex control mechanism [17] .
While S p O 2 variation was separated by Butterworth bandpass filtering, RSA was calculated in three steps: 1) Calculation of HR according to the algorithm described in III-C and interpolation. 2) 2nd order Butterworth filtering with cutoff frequencies of 0.1 Hz and 0.33 Hz. 3) Detection of zero crossings, and calculation of subsequent distances and interpolation.
To quantify the practicability and the diagnostic significance of these three methods for RR determination with the presented in-ear PPG sensor, we performed an initial laboratory experiment with a volunteer (29 yrs healthy male) who breathed with a constant respiration-rate/ heart-rate quotient (RR-HR-quotient, 1:8, 1:6, 1:8, 1:10). Fig. 7 shows the results of the experiment. A good correlation for a RR-HR-quotient of 1:8 and 1:6 (according to breathing cycles of 6.5 resp. 4.5 seconds) can clearly be identified for all three methods. At respiration rates that are below the physiological standard VOLUME 1, 2013 FIGURE 7. Breathing cycle durations were calculated by three different methods and compared with the reference (grey solid line): variance in PPG amplitude (blue squares), respiratory sinus arrhythmia (black crosses), variation in Spo2 (red circles). The respiration-rate-to-heart-ratequotient was fixed to 1:8, 1:6, 1:8, 1:10, 1:8.
(here: RR-HR-quotient of 10, according to 8 seconds respiration cycle) the ''inner harmony'' is disturbed and the methods show significant differences in variance. Especially RR detection by S p O 2 variation shows high variation. Although there is a complex mixture of influences, it is supposedly due to desaturation effects. Regardless the variance of the methods makes an identification of apnea/hypopnea events possible since an increase in variance seems to correlate with abnormal respiration events.
These methods are adapted to the patient data. We define the respiration flow derived from the nasal respiration sensor as reference gold standard. The nasal respiration sensor is part of the PSG and is based on a thermistor (temperature sensitive resistor) which is fixed close to the nostril. Since the respiratory flow leads to an increase in temperature during expiration and a decrease during inspiration there is a (almost) linear correlation between respiratory air flux and nasal respiration sensor signal.
In contrast to the methods introduced above which are predominated by tidal volume induced pressure variation effects (e.g. increasing blood pressure due to lung expansion, partial oxygen and carbon dioxide pressure), the nasal respiration sensor signal is predominated by air flux and one must consider a phase shift of 90 • . The phase shift is compensated in this analysis. Fig. 8 illustrates the correlation of the methods with the reference for a representative time segment. Compared to the respiration flow derived from the nasal respiration sensor of the PSG, a clear correlation is seen that demonstrates the high potential of amplitude-related respiration detection for the demonstrated nocturnal setting (Fig. 8, upper panel) .
S p O 2 fluctuates up to 2% in amplitude (middle panel) and a correlation is also evident. Although the compliance is slightly inferior to the amplitude-related detection of respiration, it proved to be a useful redundant alternative.
Comparing the respiratory signal with RSA (Fig. 8 , bottom panel), a correlation can hardly be identified for the selected time segment. In fact, the characteristic of the coupling between HR variation and respiration differs between individuals and also intra-individually over time.
There are various parameters influencing RSA in individuals including age and cardiorespiratory disease. Sleep apnea (i.e. central sleep apnea) can also be seen as a cardiorespiratory disease and, thus, RSA may serve as an interesting diagnostic parameter for examination of sleep apnea.
RSA also depends on physiological status and is deemed to be very prominent at relaxation. For this reason, an indication of sleep phases by RSA is an interesting direction for future research, but was not evaluated in this work.
Although these methods are not expected to provide reliable information about the depth of breathing, frequencyrelated information in the form of a breathing rate (i.e. mean number of breaths/minute) can be supported. For the selected time span in Fig. 8 , the breathing rate was calculated by means of zero-crossings detection and a correlation analysis was performed ( Table 1) . As expected, a segmentation of respiration rate by PPG amplitude shows the best correlation. Although the RSA approach provides no reliable determination of the breathing rate for the analyzed situation, a general feasibility is well known. To quantify the intra-individual reliability we adapted the methods to three time segments (two minutes each) of different patients in different stages of sleep. The specificity and sensitivity of a detection of breathing events is listed in Table 2 .
For a more stable and reliable calculation of respiration rate, we suggest an appropriate combination of the three methods. For a model-based data fusion of those redundant determination strategies several methods exist like Bayes' fusion, Kalman filter, neural networks and others. A similar neural network supported respiration rate monitoring with PPG signal detection with a forehead sensor has been published by Johansson [18] .
Although a classification of a pathologic breathing pattern, like the Cheyne-Stokes respiration in Fig. 6 is not realistic at present, we think that a determination of respiration rate and identification of apnea phases with adequate specificity and sensitivity is feasible for most situations with the presented approach.
IV. CONCLUSION
This work is based on the preliminary analysis of a clinical study and evaluates the potential of a novel in-ear pulse oximetric sensor for cardiovascular monitoring during sleep. Human studies were performed in sleep apnea patients in a sleep laboratory under standard examination conditions. The feasibility of a simultaneous measurement of heart rate, S p O 2 and respiration could be demonstrated with the presented sensor. This might reduce the amount of necessary sensors, cables and devices in the clinical sleep apnea examination (PSG) which in turn could improve the quality of sleep during PSG and might also enable an easy nocturnal cardiovascular monitoring in a non-clinical environment (homecare) with a single sensor.
The measurement of breathing rate by means of pulse oximetric data is a complex research field. Although the PPG amplitude is considered to fluctuate synchronously with respiration, interference from other oscillating physiological procedures often leads to misinterpretation. Therefore, the possibility of a three-way detection of respiration is discussed: i.e. respiration rate was calculated by means of segmentation by PPG amplitude, segmentation by variation in S p O 2 , and by respiratory sinus arrhythmia.
The potential of these three methods for respiration measurement was quantified by an initial laboratory human experiment and the sensitivity and the specificity were evaluated by several patients in different sleep stages. We found the best sensitivity and specificity using PPG amplitude and S p O 2 variation. Regardless, segmentation by respiratory sinus arrhythmia was proved to be a useful alternative. Since these methods offer partial redundancy due to the physiological phenomenon upon which they are based, a combination of these three methods might allow more reliable measurement of respiration rate.
Also, besides HR, respiration rate and S p O 2 , pulse oximetry may allow the measurement of additional vital parameters in the future (e.g. thermoregulation, blood pressure variation), thereby reducing the number of sensors required.
Snoring, a typical symptom of OSA, was expected to be a potential contraindication. However, we demonstrated that snoring-induced vibration does not affect the signal quality of pulse oximetric measurement in the ear channel. However, motion artifacts caused by subsultis tendinum, or abrupt awakenings, must be taken into account and carefully evaluated since they can decrease the specificity of the system. However, particularly for POCHT applications, both sensitivity and specificity are essential features for reliable health monitoring in a non-clinical environment. Since PPG is susceptible to movement, identification of motion artifacts and reduction strategies need to be developed. In the future, we will pursue a motion detection by means of the integrated 3-axis accelerometer for automatic detection and compensation of artifacts.
